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It is also important to help women acknowledge the importance of
their career to their overall life’s purpose and establish comfort with
their career responsibilities.
Much of this includes challenging widely-held societal expectations.
Even if a woman emerges from the challenge accepting the
underlying assumptions, it is critical she make decisions more
consciously.
The outcome of this discipline is an ability to see more nuance, more
flexible decision making, and an energy shift from guilt to creativity.

2) Reframe Selfish
The objective of the second discipline is to empower women to
bring themselves into the equation as an equal party. This means
finding their voice instead of adapting themselves. It also means
addressing the painful part of negotiating and boundary setting so
women ask for what they need.
Women will encounter resistance to this assumption of equality in the
short run, particularly if they negotiate in a heightened emotional
state. Societal pressure to suppress emotions and “sacrifice” their
needs is strong. But women need to overcome the resistance and
find a way to be direct while maintaining emotional neutrality.
This discipline results in increased collaboration, a reduction in
negative consequences such as burnout, and development of the
wider capabilities of the people under their supervision.

3) Reframe Confidence
Developing self-efficacy is the objective of the third discipline. We
recommend moving women beyond the superficial “fake it ‘til you
make it” advice and digging more deeply into self-awareness to find
a solid foundation for self-confidence. Women need to listen more
closely to their bodies and learn to integrate objective feedback
from others for greater agility, much of which is traditionally blocked
by Feminine Filter constraints.
Some of this comes from creating a safe environment for women to
try something new that has a high risk of failure. By taking risks,
experiencing failure, recovering, and ultimately succeeding, women
can build their own belief in self-efficacy. Protecting women from
failure, and unduly penalizing mistakes threatens this ability and
reinforces traditional belief systems.
Building self-efficacy can increase the confidence to take on
challenging roles and the ability to help others do the same.
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4) Reframe Do It All Myself
Women can have it all without doing it all but they first need to
understand the roots of their own unwillingness to delegate. They
can be trained to build and manage support in a way that
maximizes effectiveness and quality, while addressing the underlying
need to control. Women are encouraged to invest in their career
future by developing the skills of others and prioritizing their time and
creative energy more effectively.
The result of this discipline is women can unlock the “Feminine
Multiplier Effect,” the hidden impact a woman can make when she
offloads formerly unpaid work to others and focuses her talents on
where she can make the biggest impact. Women become more
committed to their work and less distracted. They become better
managers. And by increasing demand for paid services, they
create a market for new and better support solutions.

5) Reframe Imperfection
The objective of this discipline is for women to get comfortable
operating in imperfection. We advocate making a case for a new
modus operandi – being “a work in progress.” Woman should be
taught learn to recognize the trappings of perfectionism and choose
when it is appropriate to “punt.”
When women become proficient at this discipline, the result is better
prioritization, more experimentation and risk taking, and increased
collaboration. Less important tasks take less time, because they can
be done less well, leaving more time for critical projects. Mistakes
can become learning opportunities instead of deal-killers. And
removing the fear of criticism or failure can invite critical
collaborative feedback earlier in the process.

6) Reframe Risk
We recommend pushing women to set goals outside of their
comfort zone as a means for growth. Without the constraints of
perfection or career ambivalence, women can be free to expand
themselves and reach new possibilities.
Reframing risk builds the ability of women to think more strategically,
identify the longer term impacts of risk and see a wider breadth of
opportunities.
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